CASE STUDY

GVTC Elevates the Member Wi-Fi
Experience with Calix Revenue EDGE and
Gains Crucial Competitive Edge

THE CHALLENGE

Founded in 1951, GVTC is a rural telephone cooperative that provides high-speed
Internet, voice and digital cable TV services to nearly 50,000 member-owners located
across a 2,000 square-mile service area in South Central Texas. The largest telecom
cooperative in the state, GVTC’s ultra-fast fiber optic network gives members a
choice of high-speed broadband packages that range from 250 Mbps all the way
up to 1 Gbps. And while speed is more important than ever as people acquire
more connected devices and increasingly work and learn from home, the member
experience is a key point of differentiation for GVTC. To provide members with the
best possible Wi-Fi experience, and gain an important edge over the competition, the
co-op needed to invest in an end-to-end customer experience solution.
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Member-owned Telephone
Cooperative

THE SOLUTION

GVTC selected the Calix Revenue EDGE to elevate the Wi-Fi experience for its
members. The solution includes the Calix EDGE Systems, a portfolio of Wi-Fi Certified
6™ GigaSpire BLAST systems, which form the foundation of GVTC’s premium
managed Wi-Fi service. The BLAST systems give GVTC the flexibility to meet its
members’ unique requirements, such as the size of their residence, the number of
connected devices they own, and the types of applications they consume. Calix EDGE
Insights, which include Calix Marketing Cloud and Calix Support Cloud, give GVTC
access to valuable network and subscriber insights that they can leverage to deliver
the ultimate managed Wi-Fi experience. Rounding out the solution are Calix EDGE
Suites—ProtectIQ™ and ExperienceIQ™—which enable the co-op’s members to protect
their networks and their families with industry-leading network security and parental
controls. Members can easily manage these powerful controls from their smartphone
or tablet with the Calix CommandIQ™ app.

WEBSITE
gvtc.com

L O C AT I O N
New Braunfels, Texas

SERVICES
High-speed Internet,
voice and digital cable TV

MEMBERS
Nearly 50,000
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T H E R E S U LT S

Since implementing the Calix Revenue EDGE solution, GVTC and its members have
realized several key benefits. By deploying the Wi-Fi Certified 6 GigaSpire BLAST
systems as part of its managed Wi-Fi service, GVTC is now able to offer members a
richer digital experience, with higher throughput, faster speeds, and greater coverage
in the home than any other solution on the market. With Calix Marketing Cloud, GVTC
can take advantage of valuable subscriber insights, personalize member plans,
and run insight-driven upgrade campaigns. The CommandIQ™ app, an optional
component of GVTC’s managed Wi-Fi service, has been extremely popular, with
more than a 90% take rate. When coupled with Calix EDGE Suites, ProtectIQ™ and
ExperienceIQ™, members now enjoy an unprecedented level of control over their Wi-Fi
experience.
Since deploying Revenue EDGE, GVTC has also seen improvements across other
important key performance indicators. Reliability has gone up, trouble tickets
have dropped, and churn is down. Most importantly, GVTC has seen a significant
improvement in its member loyalty and customer satisfaction numbers, which have
risen by 25 and 17 percent, respectively, since the launch of the managed Wi-Fi
service.
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